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ABSTRACT
We consider classes of hedonic games in which each player’s
preferences over coalition structures are induced by the best
player (B- and B-hedonic games) or the worst player (W-
and W-hedonic games) in his coalition. For these classes,
which allow for concise representation, we analyze the com-
putational complexity of deciding the existence of and com-
puting individually stable, Nash stable, and individually ra-
tional and contractually individually stable coalition parti-
tions. We identify a key source of intractability in compact
coalition formation games in which preferences over players
are extended to preferences over coalitions.
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1. HEDONIC GAMES
Coalition formation games, as introduced by Drèze and

Greenberg [5], provide a simple but versatile formal model
for modeling and analyzing how agents join in groups. In
many situations it is natural to assume that a player’s appre-
ciation of a coalition structure only depends on the coalition
he is a member of and not on how the remaining players are
grouped. Much of the work on coalition formation concen-
trates on these so-called hedonic games.

Formally, a hedonic game is a pair (N,%), where N is
a set of players and %= (%1, . . . ,%|N|) a profile specifying
the preferences of each player i as a transitive and complete
relation %i over the set Ni = {S ⊆ N | i ∈ S} of coalitions i
may belong to. If %i is also anti-symmetric we say that i’s
preferences are strict. A coalition S ∈ Ni is acceptable to i
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if i prefers S to being alone, i.e., S%i {i} and unacceptable,
otherwise.

As the set of coalitions a player may be member of grows
exponentially in the number of players, for hedonic games
concise representations do not exist in general. However,
concise representations are possible if we assume the players
to have preferences over the players in N and that their
appreciation of a coalition S systematically depends on their
most or least preferred players in S. We distinguish four such
classes of hedonic games: B-hedonic games [2, 4], B-hedonic
games, W-hedonic games [3, 4], and W -hedonic games.

As no confusion is likely, we also use %i to denote player i’s
preferences over N . For J a subset of players, we denote by
maxi(J) and mini(J) the sets of players that are most, re-
spectively, least preferred by i in J , on the understanding
that maxi(∅) = mini(∅) = {i}. With a slight abuse of nota-
tion we write maxi(S) %i maxi(T ) (mini(S) %i mini(T )) if
s %i t for all s ∈ maxi(S) and all t ∈ maxi(T ) (s ∈ mini(S)
and all t ∈ mini(T ), respectively). Moreover, player j is said
to be acceptable to i if j %i i, and unacceptable otherwise.

In a B-hedonic game, the preferences %i of a player i over
players extend to preferences over coalitions in such a way
that S%i T if and only if either (a) some j in T is unaccept-
able to i or (b) all players in S and T are acceptable to i and
maxi(S\{i}) %i maxi(T \{i}). Analogously, in a W-hedonic
game we have that S%i T if and only if either (a) some j
in T is unacceptable to i or (b) all players in S and T are ac-
ceptable to i and mini(S \{i}) %i mini(T \{i}). For hedonic
games with W-preferences (or W-hedonic games) are such
that S%i T if and only if mini(S \ {i}) %i mini(T \ {i}).
Finally, hedonic games with B-preferences (or B-hedonic
games) are defined such that S �i T if and only if (a)
maxi(S \ {i}) �i maxi(T \ {i}) or (b) both maxi(S \ {i}) ∼i

maxi(T \ {i}) and |S| < |T |.1
A solution of a hedonic game is a partition of the players

in coalitions. In this respect, the main focus has been on so-
lutions that capture a notion of stability. Thus, a partition π
is said to be Nash stable (NS) if no player can benefit from
moving to another (possibly empty) coalition in π. Parti-
tion π is individually stable (IS) if no player can benefit from
moving to another (possibly empty) coalition T in π without
making the members of T worse off. Finally, π is contrac-
tually individually stable (CIS) if no player would strictly
prefer to move from his coalition S to another existing (pos-

1W- and B-hedonic games were originally introduced by
Cechlárová and Romero-Medina [4]. For B-hedonic games
the dependence on coalition size prevents the grand coali-
tion N to be trivially the most preferred one by all players.



sibly empty) coalition T in π without making neither the
members of S nor the members of T worse off. It is easily
seen that Nash stability implies individual stability and that
individual stability implies contractual individual stability.
Another, minimal, requirement, automatically satisfied by
NS and IS partitions, is that a partition is individually ra-
tional (IR), i.e., that it assigns each player to a coalition
that is acceptable to him.

We analyze the computational complexity of deciding the
existence of and computing IS, NS, and CIS & IR partitions
in B-, B-, W-, and W-hedonic games.

2. RESULTS
We first note that W-hedonic games are equivalent to he-

donic games with W-preferences if only individually ratio-
nal outcomes are considered. For both W- and B-hedonic
games, if preferences do not allow unacceptable players, then
the partition consisting of the grand coalition is Nash stable
and therefore individually stable. However, if unacceptabil-
ity of players is expressed, we obtain relatively more negative
results. Our hardness results are by reductions from Sat and
rely on the idea of a so-called stalker game. The simplest
example is the hedonic game (N,%) where N = {1, 2} and
{1} �1 {1, 2} and {1, 2} �2 {2}. Then, player 2 will stalk
player 1 and the game has no NS partition.

Theorem 1. For W-hedonic and B-hedonic games, de-
ciding whether a NS partition exists is NP-complete.

Proof (sketch). By a reduction from Sat. Let ϕ =
X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xk be a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal
form in which all and only the Boolean variables p1, . . . , pm
occur. Now define the B-hedonic game (N,%), where N =
{X1, . . . , Xk} ∪ {p1,¬p1, . . . , pm,¬pm} ∪ {0, 1}.

Define the preferences % such that for each literal p or ¬p,
and each clause X = (x1 ∨ · · · ∨ x`),

p : (0, 1, , p ‖¬p,X1, . . . , Xk)

¬p : (0, 1, ,¬p ‖ p,X1, . . . , Xk)

X : (1, | X1, . . . , Xk ‖ 0, x1, . . . , x`)

0 : ( , 0 ‖ 1, X1, . . . , Xk)

1 : ( , 1 ‖ 0, X1, . . . , Xk),

where “ ” stands for the players not explicitly men-
tioned in the list, “ | ” for �i, commas for ∼i, and the players
to the right of “ ‖ ” are unacceptable.

To prove that ϕ is satisfiable if and only if an NS
partition for (N,%) exists, first assume that there ex-
ists a valuation v that satisfies ϕ. Define the partition
π = {{1, x′1, . . . , x′`′}, {0, x′′1 , . . . , x′′`′′}, {X1, . . . , Xk}} where
x′1, . . . , x

′
`′ are the literals rendered true by v and x′′1 , . . . , x

′′
`′′

are those that are rendered false. It can easily be verified
that π is NS-stable.

For the opposite direction, assume that there is a NS par-
tition π. Then, for each clause X = (x1 ∨ · · · ∨ x`) there is
some literal x ∈ {x1∨· · ·∨x`)} that is in π in the same coali-
tion as 1; if not, X would become the stalker of 1. One can
show that setting to true all the literals that are in the same
coalition as 1 results in an assignment that satisfies ϕ.

The reduction in the proof of Theorem 1 is the prototype
for more complicated reductions used to establish the results
on NP-completeness in Table 1. These results involve an
extended concept of a stalker game.

class preferences NS IS CIS & IR

B general ? in P∗ in P∗

B strict in P in P∗ in P∗

B general NPC NPC in P∗

B strict NPC NPC in P∗

W/W general NPC NPC in P∗

W/W strict NPC ? in P∗

Table 1: Complexity of individual-based stability.
The positive results even hold for computing sta-
ble partitions whereas the NP-completeness results
even hold for checking the existence of a stable par-
tition. An asterisk indicates that a stable partition
is guaranteed to exist.

Example 1 (Extended stalker game). Let N =
{0, . . . , 4} and, assuming arithmetic modulo 5, the prefer-
ences over N of each player i be given by:

i+ 1 �i i− 1 �i i �i · · ·

Then, in the B-, W- and W-hedonic games induced by these
preferences each player i stalks player i + 1, joining him in
any coalition whenever i + 1 is alone. Consequently, no IS
partition exists.

We also obtain some positive results. Firstly, a CIS and
IR partition can be computed in polynomial time for all
classes of games considered by starting with the individu-
ally rational partition of singletons and allowing arbitrary
CIS deviations. For B-hedonic games, in which a coalition
is unacceptable only if all other players are unacceptable,
positive results are even easier to obtain. In particular, we
show that for B-hedonic games, an IS partition is guaranteed
to exist and can be computed in polynomial time.

Our results are summarized in Table 1 (for details and
proofs, please see [1]). We obtain a general insight that
in hedonic games based on extensions of preferences over
players to preferences over coalitions, the following property
can lead to intractability: the presence of an unacceptable
player rendering a coalition unacceptable.2
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